
Over the years, we've enjoyed sharing our farm with our friends and family for their uniquely beautiful weddings. Seeing our 

extraordinary aerie from their perspective reminded us to take in how special it is, and it inspired us to redesign and renovate a 

former greenhouse. We’ve created a belvedere of sorts with walls of windows that make a feature of our wondrous view of the 

Shenandoah Valley. 

 

 

An essential component of our remodeling was to install heating and cooling. It’s a space that can be enjoyed in all four seasons, 

which means that it is surrounded by apple blossoms in spring, abundant ripe apples at the right time of the fall, or makes for a 

unique, imaginative winter-garden celebration. The possibilities are endless. Its industrial vibe makes it modern and traditional.  The 

ability to open the top allows for bringing the outdoors in. The expansive windows and white board and batten walls generate a blank 

design slate. Each couple can create a space that is uniquely their own.  Your photographer will adore the magnitude of light that 

floods in through the walls of glass and translucent roof.  Your band or DJ will be amazed at the impressive acoustics. At night, the 

glow and sparkle of light reflecting on all of the windowed areas is magical.  

The original use of this orchard building was to propagate and grow tender, young seedling plants. It represents growth and 

nurturing, important symbols as you begin your married journey. 



We love the way ModernFarmer.Com describes the magic of farm weddings: "A farm is a perfect place for celebrating love. Farms have 

so much going that mirrors what a relationship has: History,  A Deep Caring About Life and Nurturing it,  An Understanding That For 

Things To Grow, It Takes Time And Energy, Love, Cultivation, Persistence, Patience, Flexibility." 

 

Host your entire wedding celebration here including the rehearsal, the wedding ceremony and the reception all at one price.   We want 

to make the planning of your wedding as straightforward as possible by offering fair, transparent wedding packages. 

 

   

 

 

 

 


